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Preface 
Combinatorics is a branch of mathematics which has a long history and has very 
rapidly developed in the last few decades. As we know now, some combinatorial 
problems have stemmed from China. One dates back to the early part of the YIN 
dynasty (10966823 B.C.) when, on the back of a divine tortoise, there appeared the 60 
days in a bimonth which were distinguished by the 60 distinct ordered pairs of 
symbols with the properties that each pair has its first symbol in the cyclic set of 10 
symbols of first kind, and its second symbol in the cyclic set of 12 symbols of second 
kind, and that two pairs are successive if and only if both their two first and their two 
second symbols are successive. Another problem is called BA GUA in Chinese, and it 
was recorded in the ancient book entitled ZHOU YI of the ZHOU dynasty (823-221 
B.C.). It listed all the ways of arranging two symbols in three ordered positions (or 
equivalently all the binary numbers of 3 digits). A third goes back to the HAN dynasty 
(20666 B.C.). At that time the Chinese knew the 3 x 3 magic square (a 3 x 3 square 
repetition-free array of integers between 1 and 9, in which the sum of all rows, all 
columns, and all diagonals is the same), and it was called JIU GUONG SHU in 
ancient Chinese. Now, we have also known that the binomial coefficients which are 
most frequently used in combinatorics were found by JIA Xian in the eleventh century 
and were extensively used by YANG Hui in his well-known books in 1261-1275, 
during the SONG dynasty. That is why in China the Pascal triangle is usually called 
the YANG Hui triangle. 
However, since the fifties combinatorics in China has developed profoundly as part 
of the worldwide surge of discrete mathematics research. The purpose of this volume is 
to reflect the recent progress in China on research in combinatorics. Papers included 
here are organized with emphasis on their relationship to other branches of mathe- 
matics like algebra, number theory, geometry, topology, functional equations, etc. 
On this occasion, I would like to express my heartiest thanks to all the contributors 
and the referees for their effective and successful work, which has made the publication 
of this issue possible. I would also like to take this opportunity to express my sincere 
thanks to Professor Peter L. Hammer, the Editor in Chief, for his kind invitation to 
edit this special issue. 
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